Traditional seismic velocity analysis uses a gather of traces that have a common midpoint (CMP) between the source and receiver. A method is presented for creating a common reflection point (CRP) gather in which all input traces within the prestack migration aperture are used. The traces are sorted with an equivalent offset derived from the source to reflector and reflector to receiver distances. This equivalent offset CRP gather represents the traces that would prestack migrate to the output CRP location.
PP2.2 Summary
Traditional seismic velocity analysis uses a gather of traces that have a common midpoint (CMP) between the source and receiver. A method is presented for creating a common reflection point (CRP) gather in which all input traces within the prestack migration aperture are used. The traces are sorted with an equivalent offset derived from the source to reflector and reflector to receiver distances. This equivalent offset CRP gather represents the traces that would prestack migrate to the output CRP location.
The main advantages of these gathers are that they contain offsets much greater than CMP gathers, give direct prestack velocities, and increase the speed of prestack migrations bv orders of magnitude. After migration, the CRP traces may be sorted with offsets based on the source to reflector offset or the reflector to receiver offset to evaluate trace orientation or, for example, analysis of converted waves.
The CMP Gather and Constant Offset Sections
Prestack data is often collected into 2D constant (or limited) offset sections (or stacks) for prestack processing. The offset is defined as the distance from the source to receiver 2h sr , and many of these constant offset sections are formed to span the range of offsets acquired for the line. Traces are inserted into the appropriate offset section and located at a position midway between the source and receiver locations (CMP), as illustrated in figure 1. Restack processing such as dip moveout (DMO) or prestack migration may be applied to these sections. Note that prestack migration can spread energy a great distance from a recorded trace along ellipses as illustrated in the cut away portion in figure 2. A possible reflection point, shown below the surface location of the common reflector position (CRT?), illustrates that the source-receiver offset does not represent the distance of the reflection point from the source or receiver.
A well-known advantage of constant offset sections is that traces with various offsets may be collected and sorted at a defined CMP location to evaluate velocities. However, the derived velocities are based on source-receiver offsets, and not the actual offsets from the reflector position. After migration, traces are equivalent to zero offset, and the actual offsets of the sources and receivers to the CRP location are ignored. A similar situation exists with migrated shot gathers in that reflector offsets are lost. A solution to this velocity analysis problem is to define equivalent offset as a distance from a recorded trace to a common reflection position. 
CRP Gathers
The CRP gather represents a collection of all recorded traces that contain reflection energy from reflection points below the CRP position. In prestack migration, energy from all these input traces is used to determine the energy of the output trace. The source-receiver offset hsr now loses meaning as the offset of the input trace, while the offsets from the source to CRP location h s , and the CRP to the receiver hr, become more meaningful.
Constant offset CRP gathers may be formed when either offset of hs or hr is used as the defined offset. Wave field reconstruction reinforces the reflection images at these new offsets and after prestack migration would now bias velocity information for either the source or reflector.
Equivalent Offset CRP Gathers. Another type of constant offset CRP gather is defined by relating the combined source and receiver offsets with an equivalent offset he that assumes the source and receiver are located at the same position at a distance he from the CRP location, as illustrated in figure 3 . The objective of he is to maintain the same total ray path times from different input traces to a reflection point at Assuming different velocities for the source and receiver raypaths, (i.e., converted waves), the source and receiver times for the equivalent offset he are Tes and Ter. When equated with the actual source and receiver times and Tr, we get;
Including the velocities and offset at a depth gives; Fig. 3 . Location of the equivalent offset position with respect to the source, receiver, and CMP positions.
The above equation may be solved for he to give a complex expression that varies with depth. However, useful solutions may be found at two asymptotes and that are independent of depth (see appendix). When is small relative to he, the offset tends to and when is large relative to he, the offset tends to which are defined by;
When the source and receiver velocities are equal;
The exact value of he lies on a smooth curve that starts at the surface at and tends to at greater depths. Fortunately, the data influenced by is normally muted, and its influence on the offset computation may be ignored. Consequently, most data can be processed with equivalent offsets defined by i.e.;
Errors are greatest when there is a large relative difference between and hr, which may be a few percent at shallow times, and insignificant at larger times. This small error only effects the offset range in which the trace is placed. If extreme accuracy is required, a simple smooth function may be defined relating: and with time or depth.
Velocity Analysis and Prestack Migration An equivalent offset CRP gather processed up to but not including NM0 will be suitable for initial velocity analysis. Since this gather is a collection of all the traces that prestack migrate into the CRP location, the fold and offsets will be much greater than conventional CMP trace gathers, and aid in focusing the velocity energy on semblance plots. This arrangement of data contains the RMS type velocity structure that is not affected by dip, and is suitable for estimating interval velocities. Kirchhoff prestack time migration may be used to migrate these input traces individually or in groups at constant equivalent offsets to the output CRP location, or they can be left in the offset position for further evaluation. Migration of the constant equivalent offset groups will significantlv increase the speed of the prestack migration by an order of magnitude for 2D, and by two orders of magntitude for 3D data.
The noise level on the limited offset CRP gather is higher than on the CMP gather. The CRP gather relies on wave front reconstruction to create the desired prestack migration hyperbolas. This reconstruction fails when the shot spacing is too large and shot aliasing noise becomes evident. In addition, the reflection energy of the CMP gather usually comes reflectors with a good signal to noise ratio, which is in contrast to the equivalent offset CRP gather which is based on point or reflectors. It is important to note that in spite of the higher noise on the CRP gather, it does represent the collection of traces used for prestack time migration, and that the higher fold usually results in an improved signal to noise ratio in the stacked migrated trace.
This CRP gather applies to time and depth migrations as well as 2D and 3D data. Features such as orientation differences in the source and receiver ray paths in 3D project may also be controlled or evaluated with offset gathers that are based on either source or receiver offsets.
Application of (and muting) to the CMP gather of traces should flatten the energy of reflections, and the stack of these traces creates a trace on an unmigrated stacked section. The same principles apply to the equivalent offset CRP gather where based on the point reflector is applied. The stack of these traces with appropriate creates a trace that is part of the prestack migrated section. Evaluation of the migrated equivalent offset gathers also yield information on the source of noise, such as multiples or shot aliasing, that effect the quality of the final migrated section.
Converted Wave Processing
Another feature of equivalent offset CRP gathers is the ability to use a velocity associated with the source ray path and a velocity for the receiver ray path as indicated by the following equation; = the velocities are related by a constant ratio r such that = x as in converted wave seismic, the equation reduces to,
simplifying velocity analysis. CRP gathers with offsets defined by either or enable the evaluation of velocity contributions by or r.
Additional Applications of CRP Gathers
The offsets in CRP gathers may be formed into constant equivalent offset sections for comparative viewing and analysis. The large fold on these equivalent offset traces aid in models for prestack and surface consistent processing. For example, surface consistent statics would normally estimate a shot static by cross correlating each trace in a shot record with it equivalent CMP model trace. When using CRP gathers, each trace in the shot record would now be cross correlated with a great number of CRP model traces.
Data Examples
Data examples are taken from the same location on a 2D marine line. An gather is shown in Figure 4 , and an equivalent offset CRP gather is shown in Figure 5 . In Figure 4 , eight adjacent gathers are displayed as a complete suite of source-receiver offsets about a central position. The maximum CMP half offset is 1.35 kilometers. In figure 5 , the equivalent offset traces are plotted either side of the central CRP location with maximum equivalent offsets of 5.0 kilometers. Traces with to the left of the CRP are plotted on the left, while traces with to the right plotted on the right of the CRP are plotted to the right. Note the water bottom can be observed dipping from to right at approximately 3 seconds. The CMP fold is 12 and the CRP fold is 5,000.
The signal to noise ratio advantage of the gather is evident immediately, but the advantages of the larger offsets on the CRP gather may also be seen. Note the increased number of offsets, and the hyperbolic energy that can be observed at these long offsets. Shot aliasing noise resulting from a shot at every fourth receiver station can be observed below the water bottom on the right hand side of the gather.
Conclusions
An equivalent offset for a trace was derived using the distance of the source and receiver the trace containing the reflection point. An equivalent offset gather is formed when these traces are sorted with offset at a CRP location. All the possible traces that will prestack migrate to an output CRP location are used. Use of the equivalent offset gathers can provide an improvement in estimating prestack migration velocities of 2D and 3D projects, improve the solution of pre statics, aid in the processing of converted wave data, and increase the speed of prestack migrations by orders of magnitude.
When is large relative to h, the terms containing become small relative to unity, and the square root terms may be expanded in a power series that only includes the first two terms to give; which quickly reduces to; 
